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CHICKEN OR EGG

 Puzzle of mind and body is as old as 
chicken and egg mystery. When we study 
emotion like anger, happiness first thing 
flash to our mind are body states like 
strong heart beating, rapid breathing or 
smiling.



LINGUIIST AND FRIEUDIAN 
INFLUENCE

 In Urdu most of idioms explain emotional state in 
somatic terminology. Klaja moun ko a  .Inkhan  phati ki 
phati rah jana.uper ka shans uppur naeechay ka neechy 
ka shans neechay rah jana.etc.

 Psychosomatic disorders , out come of emotional upset, 
are two sides of same coin .In different era two have 
received deferential attention by psychologist, physicians 
and psychiatrists .In FERIUDIAN term somatic symptoms 
were symbolic presentation of emotional trauma. After 
decline of psychoanalysis this symtomology did not get it 
due.



INDOPAK CULTURE

 Somatic presentation is more dominant in indopak 
culture. In west patient describe their emotional problem 
in terms of mood, and feelings and on other hand in 
Indo Pak culture  somatic description is normative style 
to explain  emotional agony .CR  dramatic presentation 
as  yet is prevalent in Indo Pak culture in west  it is rare.

 Mental health professionals’ start treating somatic 
symptoms as appendage of psychiatric disorder so were 
deemphasized. This has led to aggravation of patients 
miseries for w home somatic symptoms are their cardinal 
concern. 



DIFFERENT SYMPTOMS

 Late Prof Haroon in his study explained how female e 
somotize their depression in terms of headache, back 
ache etc. Recent studies have concluded that depression 
with somatic symptoms is more resistant and residual 
somatic depressive symptoms have greater likely hood of 
relapse .Somatic symptoms can belong to any system if 
it is GIT  these can be GOLA, feeling of over satiety, 
alternating constipation and loose motion, loss of 
appetite etc .Stretch and strain in muscular system pain 
in body and bone ,feeling of fatigue etc can be   tremors, 
,numbness, parasthesia from CNS and dozen from other 
system Henceforth, somatic symptoms in anxiety and 
depression warrants exclusive attention. 





NEUTRITIONAL AND 
PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC

 Pharmaceutical industry is focusing on this aspect. 
Recent tangible effort is introduction of  duloxetine. Still 
we are far from understanding patho physiology of 
somatic symptoms in  terms of neurotransmitters. 
However we should make all out effort to address the 
problem by therapies like muscular relaxation,CBT,stress 
management aerobic exercises. Not only that don,t 
neglect nutritional deficiencies of folic acid ,vit B 
complex, antioxidant ,calcium .Vitamin D3,Iron 
deficiency omega 3,electrolyte imbalance.In study 
correlation between optimism and antioxidant levels 
have been established. 



PSCHOSOMATIC DISORDER

 Diseases like ankolysing spondolysis , asthma, rheumatoid arthritis ,  
 coronary heart  disease, psoriasis, diabetes  ,inflammatory bowel 
 syndrome,  and multiple sclerosis have strong co morbid  .Sickness 
 behavior in inflammation .Inflammatory products like cytokines have 
 been implicated in pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders. Greater 
 incidences of inflammatory disease in psychiatric disorder and 
 increased incidence of psychiatric  co morbidity in inflammatory 
 disease ,suggest common underlying pathophysilogical process is at 

work.

 Inflammation can mediate transformation in brain cells. Cytokines 
 can modify neurotransmitters, neural and glial plasticity across 
 BBB.Oxidative stress is closely related to the inflammation .



IMPORTANT SOMATIC  DISORDER

 MANOPAUASAL  AND PERI MANOPAUSAL 
SYMPTOMS

 SEXUAL DYSFUNCTION

 DHANT AND LEUCHORREHIA

 CONCLUSION
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